Professional historians today may find the biography something of a strange beast. One of the oldest forms of historical narrative, it details an individual's life and work, typically from birth to death. But as a genre, biography's standing declined in the twentieth-century world of Anglo-American academic history, attracting criticisms of being too narrowly focused and too subjectively inclined.[^1^](#fnr1){ref-type="fn"} The autobiography or memoir suffered similar critique. One the one hand, autobiography gives its authors the agency to tell their own stories and to be a protagonist in their own time, thereby rescuing themselves from, as E.P. Thompson famously described, 'the enormous condescension of posterity'.[^2^](#fnr2){ref-type="fn"} Yet, though autobiography enables more intimate narratives from diverse subjects, it too has an ambivalent relationship with the academe.[^3^](#fnr3){ref-type="fn"}

Outside academia, however, both biography and autobiography continue to be relatively accessible and popular genres of historical writing. They provide ample opportunity to weave a compelling narrative out of an individual's life and career in any field. Thus, Springer's Biographies series (which includes both biographies and autobiographies) has the self-professed aim to

"tell of the life and work of scholars, innovators and pioneers... \[both prominent and\] lesser known personalities whose significant contributions deserve greater recognition and whose remarkable life stories will stir and motivate readers.... in \[a\] manner accessible to non-specialists, interweaving these with salient aspects of the protagonists' personal lives.[^4^](#fnr4){ref-type="fn"}"

Josef Rösch's story of his life and work is a detailed record of his career as an interventional radiologist. His memoir meticulously describes the milestones in his progress from a young radiologist in Prague who accepted a year-long fellowship to the United States, eventually migrating there. The narrative extends in chronological orientation across eleven chapters. It starts with a brief account of Rösch's life in the former Czechoslovakia and goes on to document his major activities in both professional and private life in the United States, where in 1990 he became the first director of a major research institute for interventional radiology (IR), the Dotter Interventional Institute. Rösch belongs to the pioneer generation of IR, who created numerous procedures, techniques and tools to advance the field. IR specialists will be interested to read about the numerous obstacles that interventional radiology faced in its early days, as well as the development of Rösch's own career in conjunction with his American mentor, Charles Dotter. Without question, IR specialists and historically inclined medical practitioners stand to gain much from Rösch's careful accounting of his career.

However, this reviewer is neither an IR specialist nor a medical practitioner. It is unfortunate that most non-specialists are not likely to find Rösch's memoir accessible. It communicates neither the full impact of Rösch's contributions to IR, nor IR's contributions to the domains of surgery and radiology. This stems from the book's lack of explanation on what actually constitutes IR as a field of medical practice and why it is significant. In fairness, it is possible to glean that IR holds crucial importance as a minimally invasive set of techniques and procedures that can diagnose and treat a wide range of disorders across organ systems. However, even arriving at that conclusion is complicated by a mass of jargon, diagrams and details legible only to specialists. Such information is never unpacked for the general reader. On page 18, for instance, Rösch writes that 'Charles \[Dotter\] performed the first percutaneous transluminal angioplasty. The lesion he dilated was a superficial femoral artery stenosis. He dilated it with coaxial catheters.' There is no further elaboration on these observations.

As earlier noted, the self-professed mission of the Springer Biographies' series is to animate the lives of notable scholars, professionals and scientists for non-specialist readers. It is thus regrettable that Springer did not make greater editorial interventions to contextualise Rösch's account. This could have been accomplished by having another IR specialist more comfortable with writing for general audiences append an introductory essay to Rösch's text. Alternately, non-specialist readers would have benefited from an integration of a broader professional history, written by an historian of medicine, which contextualises IR in the trajectory of how radiological practice became integrated with surgical techniques in related fields like angiography.

This reviewer does not critique Rösch himself for the extreme opacity (to non-specialists) of his account. He tells us of the difficulties he faced, as a native speaker of Czech and German, in learning to write in formal English. Moreover, his entire writing career focused on writing scientific papers in unadorned scientific style, which belies his passionate commitment to his field. 'I was not a novelist to add interesting or attractive words, only simple facts' (p. 94). Yet the 'simple facts' of Rösch's life are more complex than he gives them credit for, and could do considerably more to achieve the Springer series' goal, to 'stir and motivate readers'. For he is a remarkable figure. His journey began in the midst of the Second World War and across the Cold War, with numerous scientific exchanges across the Iron Curtain and the Free World. Here and there we get a sense of the turbulent times he lived in, particularly in the chapter titled 'My Youth', and his stark account of his 22-year-old daughter's tragic death in a traffic accident (p. 33). But there remains ample room for future biographers to animate Rösch's life, situated as it is at the crossroads of post-war history and the history of modern medicine.
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